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I. INTRODUCTION 

Risk-based methods can be used to optimise Non 
Destructive Examination (NDE) planning of new building 
ship hull structures [1]. A key step in this method is the 
estimation of failure probability of fabrication weld 
defects under fatigue loading. This is achieved through 
probabilistic fatigue and fracture mechanics assessment. 
As example, a probabilistic fatigue and fracture mechanics 
analysis of a butt weld for a ship deck plate is presented 
here. 

II. METHODOLOGY/APPROACH 

A. Introduction 

 Risk-based methods are particularly useful in the 

assessment of systems where prioritisation of inspection 

or maintenance action is required [2]. Once the risk that is 

associated with components or system is estimated, one 

can take action to mitigate the risk of failure. Failure 

criteria caused by the effect of fabrication weld defect in 

fatigue and failure mode is potentially brittle or ductile 

fracture. Assessment of weld defect under this condition 

is also known as Engineering Critical Assessment  (ECA). 

Figure 1 illustrates three main variables required for ECA 

analysis: 1. Stress, 2. Material mechanical properties, and 

3. Defect size. Fatigue life of a structure containing a 

defect, depends on these three variables. Because of the 

uncertainty in the determination of these variables, they 

are often estimated in terms of probability distributions.   

 

Figure 1 Engineering Critical Assessment Triangle 

III. FINDINGS 
A. Stress 

Since fatigue is a process of cycle-by-cycle accumulation of 
damage, assessment of fatigue stress of a ship structural 
component requires determination of long-term load 
history of the structure and finite element analysis of the 
structure. This is done by evaluation of stress long-term 
Weibull distribution. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) results 
for extreme load conditions on hogging and sagging states 
are used to estimate scale parameter of Weibull 
distribution (Figure 2 and Figure 3).  

 
Figure 2 Schematic view of ship in Hogging and Sagging condition [3] 

 
Figure 3 Normal stress (MPa) contour plot of the study ship under 
extreme loading condition 
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Shape parameter was estimated using ship’s basic 

geometry properties. Scale and shape parameters were 

evaluated [4]. Then stress distribution of the structures 

was defined; this estimates the number cycles the 

component undergoes for each stress level over the life of 

the vessel (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 Long-term Weibull distribution of cyclic stress 

B. Defect size 
ECA assessment requires measurement of initial defect 
size and the frequency of finding the corresponding defect 
size. Such data need to be fitted to a probability 
distribution to account for undetected defects. Lognormal 
and Weibull distribution generally show good fits for 
fabrication defects, where a higher number of small 
defects and lower number of bigger defects are expected 
to be present. Recorded data was fit to appropriate 
distributions using Maximum likelihood estimate. Figure 5 
shows probability density function of Longitudinal cracks 
(parallel to weld line direction) size created by fitting to 
Lognormal distribution. 

 
Figure 5 Longitudinal Crack size data fitted to Lognormal distribution 

C. Material Properties 

As there is a significant variation among fracture 
toughness values of ship plates, it needs to be studied in 
probabilistic terms. Ferritic material exhibit lower fracture 
toughness as the temperature drops which increases the 
chance of brittle failure. Charpy impact test data of ship 
still grades has been analysed. Figure 6 shows Charpy 
impact energy values for a ship steel grade. Test data are 
fitted to a polynomial curve using regression analysis. 

 

Figure 6 Charpy impact energy of a manufacturer for AH36 grade steel 

D. Crack growth Analysis: 

ECA analysis based on [5] was used to conduct a crack 
growth calculation. The values used were long-term 
Weibull stress distribution, 95th percentile values of 
fracture toughness for three operational temperature and 
various detected through thickness defect sizes. Figure 7 
shows the remaining life of a critical butt weld joint versus 
of initial crack size for three operational temperatures. 

  
Figure 7 Remaining life of a critical weld joint versus initial crack size  

CONCLUSION 

In this work, probabilistic analysis of input variables of ECA 

for a ship deck butt weld connection is presented and 

subsequent fatigue and fracture analysis is performed. 

It was found that for defects below 6 mm no failure occurs 

throughout the life of the vessel. Defects above 20 mm 

are likely to fail before the first special survey at year five 

of service and risk-based inspection should target these 

defect sizes. Defects between 6 mm and 20 mm can be 

managed by adopting an appropriate Risk-based  in-

service inspection plan so that damage tolerant design 

philosophy of the structure is fulfilled. 

FUTURE PLAN 

Future plan includes the evaluation of failure probabilities 
and associated risk. Once the risk associated with all 
critical components is evaluated, the extent and 
prioritisation of inspection within such a system of 
structural components can be assessed incorporating 
other variables such as inspection capabilities, 
probabilities of non-detection, human errors etc. 
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